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Chapter 1241: Not taking the usual path (2) 

 

When Blake realized this, a smile appeared on his face. 

He felt that he had grasped Xia ruofei’s weakness. He even regretted not bidding. He felt embarrassed 

to be scared by a mere 500000 dollars. 

At this time, the second piece of white truffle was put up on the auction stage. 

It was a 1.2 – kilogram piece of white truffle, and the starting price was also 100000 dollars. 

When Lu zhongguang announced the start of the auction, before anyone else could bid, Blake raised the 

sign in his hand and shouted,”” 250000 dollars!” 

Xia ruofei also raised his board without hesitation.” 300000 dollars!” 

” 350 thousand dollars!” Blake also raised his sign and shouted fearlessly. 

The others who were originally very interested in the truffle could not help but smile bitterly when they 

saw this. 

Before they could bid, the holder of the truffle was already competing with others and raising the price 

to the sky. 

Backstage, Feng Rao was also burning with anxiety. She had already realized the problem that Blake had 

thought of. 

In this endless competition, the one who would be hurt was the Paradise Corporation! Not only did he 

lose a lot of benefits, but more importantly, his reputation was also greatly damaged! 

Besides, Blake didn’t have to worry at all. At most, he would return empty – handed, but he could still 

mess up a press conference and turn paradise Corporation into a joke. 

Feng Jing didn’t believe that Xia ruofei would be so brainless. She was worried that Xia ruofei would lose 

his cool and not realize the stakes. 

In fact, Xia ruofei’s performance was similar to Feng Rao’s judgment. 

The trend of the truffle auction was exactly the same as the previous one. 

After Blake called out the price of 350000 dollars, Xia ruofei immediately called out the price of 500000 

dollars without any hesitation. 

The difference was that Blake wasn’t scared this time. He just kept the bidding card in his hand and 

didn’t plan to put it down. 

” 600000 dollars!” Blake said proudly. 

The buyers in the audience thought that these two people were crazy. The White truffle was worth at 

most 200000 dollars, but they were outbid by three times the original price. 



How could they buy things happily like this? 

The first time, everyone felt that it was a little interesting and had the mentality of watching a show. 

However, the second time was still the same. It was just the two of them fighting, and the others had no 

room to bid at all. 

The buyers who really wanted to buy a few truffles were starting to feel unhappy. 

” 700000!” Xia ruofei called out indifferently without changing his expression. 

” 800 thousand dollars!” Blake felt that he had caught Xia ruofei’s weakness and was fearless. He looked 

at Xia ruofei like a cat teasing a mouse and continued to bid. 

” 900000 US dollars!” Xia ruofei’s expression turned ugly. 

Blake was overjoyed. He immediately raised his sign and shouted,”” 950 thousand dollars!” 

After the bidding, Blake said in his heart,””I’ll round it up for you. I’ll stop when you call for one million 

dollars. This truffle will end here. Let’s take it slow. I’ll see how you can continue this auction! Wouldn’t 

those super – rich people be so angry that they left early? Hahaha ...” 

Just as Blake was fantasizing, he saw many people’s eyes focused on him. 

What was going on? 

Blake felt that something was wrong, but he couldn’t figure out what it was. He just felt that something 

was missing. 

Something is missing ... Blake suddenly realized that Xia ruofei had not bid yet! 

He quickly stood up and looked at Xia ruofei. 

Blake’s seat was in the back row, so he could only see the back of Xia ruofei’s head from his side. 

She saw Xia ruofei talking to Monica in a low voice, and the two of them laughed. 

Although he couldn’t see his face, one thing was for sure. He didn’t seem to have any intention of raising 

the price. 

Blake suddenly felt a burst of cold sweat on his body. He couldn’t help but shout,”Chinese man, why did 

you stop bidding?” 

Xia ruofei stood up slowly and turned around to look at Blake. He smiled and asked,””Why should I bid?” 

“You ... Didn’t you just say that you wouldn’t let me buy a piece of truffle?” Blake’s voice even trembled 

a little.”How can you go back on your word?” 

The guests and buyers in the auction hall couldn’t help but laugh at Blake’s words. Do you think the 

auction is a game for children? You’re also an adult in your twenties. Do you believe what others say? 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh. “Can’t I suddenly change my mind?” 

Blake felt like he was struck by lightning. 



You can’t play like this! How could the Chinese be so untrustworthy? He changed just like that? The 

White truffle was only worth 250000 dollars at most. Now, under the bidding of the other party, he had 

raised the price to 950000 dollars without any hesitation. That was almost enough to buy four truffles 

like this! 

The money was not the most important thing. It was almost a million dollars, which was still affordable 

for Blake. At most, he would feel a little bit of pain, but the matter was not that simple. 

His status in the family was not as good as his brothers, and he was also ranked lower in the position of 

the heir. Moreover, he had screwed up two business deals in a row some time ago, and the family had 

been criticizing him greatly. 

If he bought a white truffle worth at most 250000 dollars at an auction for 950000 dollars, he didn’t 

know what kind of storm he would face in his family when the news spread back to France! 

Blake panicked, and he shouted in both shock and anger,”You ... You’re raising the price with malicious 

intent! You’re the owner of this batch of truffles, so your bid is invalid!” 

Xia ruofei looked at Blake as if he was an idiot and said,””I don’t want to explain the same question a 

second time! The law will tell you whether my offer is valid or not!” 

Then, Xia ruofei glanced at the buyers who were watching the show and said,””Also, you can say that 

I’m raising the price maliciously, but I have to make it clear that this is entirely directed at you! To put it 

bluntly! You’re an unwelcome character in our paradise Corporation! I will not participate in the normal 

bidding of other buyers!” 

Blake gritted his teeth and glared at Xia ruofei as if he wanted to eat him up. 

Xia ruofei laughed coldly without a care. He turned to look at the stage and said to Lu zhongguang,””Mr. 

Lu, I think you can start the countdown ...” 

Lu zhongguang finally came back to his senses. This was the second time he had been distracted on the 

stage. 

The main reason was that the auction process today was too unusual. Even Lu zhongguang, who was 

used to big scenes, felt a little frightened. 

Lu zhongguang looked at Blake sympathetically and then started to perform his duty.””Number 184, Mr. 

Blake, has bid 950000 dollars for this white truffle. Is there anyone else who wants to bid higher?” 

This was just a routine. With this price, even if one’s head was clamped by a door, it was impossible to 

increase the price. 

Lu zhongguang waited for a while before he started the countdown.”” 950000 dollars going once ... 

950000 dollars going twice ... 950000 dollars ... Going three times!” 

The auction mallet slammed down heavily! 

“Deal!” Lu zhongguang said,”congratulations, Mr. Blake, for successfully winning the bid for the 1.2 – 

kilogram white truffle!” 



Blake didn’t feel anything to be happy about. He felt like all the strength in his body had been sucked 

out, and he sat down on the chair weakly. 

His performance today was too clumsy, like a big fool who had been played in the palm of someone 

else’s hand. 

He thought that he had found Xia ruofei’s weakness, but he did not expect that Xia ruofei had already 

planned this. The funny thing was that he had foolishly jumped into the trap. 

Now, Blake felt that he was a complete fool ... 

 

? 

Chapter 1242: each wave higher than the previous 

 

Feng Jing, who was standing at the side of the stage, had seen everything that had just happened. 

A smile appeared on her pretty face. She felt that Xia ruofei was really too evil. He had played Blake like 

a fool. When she saw Blake’s expression, she started to doubt her life. 

However, Feng Rao’s worry didn’t decrease at all. After Blake’s incident, the two pieces of white truffle 

had already been sold out. The piece that Blake bought was also a product of their fight. 

The negative impact of Xia ruofei personally raising the price was still present. 

Besides, if Blake continued to stir up trouble, the auction today would become a joke. 

At this moment, Xia ruofei stood up and gestured for the staff to pass him a microphone. 

Then, Xia ruofei took the microphone and said,””Ladies and gentlemen, some of you may already know 

me, but let me introduce myself first. I’m Xia ruofei, the chairman of paradise Corporation. Today’s 

auction items are all provided by our company.” 

Then, Xia ruofei turned around and looked at Blake indifferently. She continued,””I just said that there’s 

no personal grudge between Blake and me. He once slandered our company’s reputation in public and 

doubted the quality of our truffles without any basis. He even has racial discrimination and publicly 

called Chinese people liars, saying that it’s impossible for China to grow high – Quality truffles. It’s been 

more than half a year since the incident, and he still hasn’t apologized!” 

In addition to the rich and famous people from Europe and the United States, there were also many 

upper – Class people in Hong Kong who came to the auction. 

These super – rich and famous people were all from the older generation of Hong Kong and were very 

patriotic. Hearing Xia ruofei’s words, they all looked at Blake with dissatisfaction. 

Xia ruofei paused and continued,””This auction is open to the public. As long as you pay enough security 

deposit, you can participate in the auction. This is the Hengfeng auction house’s rule and I can’t break it. 

So, even though we don’t welcome Blake, we didn’t stop him from entering the arena. ” 



“But!” Xia ruofei changed the topic and said,”I’ve said it before. I’m not willing to sell our truffles to such 

a person. I’m not even willing to have any business dealings with the Blake group in France. If he must 

buy it, then be prepared to pay a few times the premium!” 

Xia ruofei stared at Blake and said,”as long as you participate in the auction, I will definitely raise the 

price. As for the price I will stop at, that will depend on my mood!” So, it’s best to be careful when you 

bid ...” 

Blake’s face turned very ugly. He snorted coldly and sat in his seat without saying a word. 

He had already lost all face today, and after returning home, he would be questioned by his family, so he 

was in a bad mood at the moment. 

He had just bought a piece of white truffle at a sky – High price of 950000 dollars. He couldn’t leave the 

venue at this time, and he couldn’t go back on his word. He had paid a million dollars as a deposit! The 

Hengfeng auction house wasn’t afraid that he would break his promise. 

After hearing Xia ruofei’s reasonable words, Feng Jing felt a little more at ease. 

Although these remarks might not be able to restore all the negative effects, at least they could improve 

it and make their own voice. 

Under such circumstances, it was already a great achievement to be able to do so. At least, that was 

what Feng Jing thought. 

Just as Feng Rao thought that Xia ruofei had finished speaking and the auction would continue, Xia 

ruofei had no intention of sitting down. 

He glanced at the guests and buyers in the hall and continued,””But no matter what, it’s my fault that 

the auction was affected because of this interlude. So, I’ve decided that the truffles that I bought 

because of Blake’s bidding will all be auctioned at a small private auction tonight. Friends who are 

interested can sign up with our paradise Corporation staff after the auction. You can participate after 

you pass the review. I also hereby announce that tonight’s private auction will be charity – based, and 

10% of the proceeds will be donated to the Hong Kong Charity Association!” 

After Xia ruofei said this, Feng Jing almost slapped the table and praised him. 

This had basically saved all the negative effects. Xia ruofei also admitted that his fight with Blake had 

affected the auction, causing some people who really wanted truffles to be unable to buy them. That 

was why they were holding a private auction tonight so that people could still bid. 

The so – called review, everyone knew that it was only for Blake. As long as the others had enough 

financial strength, they would definitely be allowed to participate. 

Wasn’t the Hengfeng auction house unable to stop Blake from entering the auction? Then Xia ruofei 

would organize a private auction. It would be considered a small – scale social gathering. As the host, Xia 

ruofei would have the right to invite and reject anyone. 

For those who really liked the Paradise brand truffles and wanted to bid, it was nothing more than 

waiting for half a day, and it didn’t have much of an impact. 



Therefore, the previous negative effects were basically non – existent. 

Even God would forgive a young man who was happy to take revenge. 

In fact, Xia ruofei’s statement would add points to paradise Corporation. 

 

? 

Chapter 1243: each wave higher than the last (2) 

 

He had also announced that he would donate 10% of the auction proceeds to charity. 

The Paradise Corporation had a charity fund under its banner, which was built by Tang Yitian’s large 

donation. However, in order to avoid suspicion, Xia ruofei decided to donate it to the Hong Kong Charity 

Association. 

Many similar auctions were of a charitable nature, but it was extremely rare to see a one – time 

donation of 10%. 

After all, the White truffles were worth hundreds of thousands of dollars. The heavier truffles could 

definitely reach millions of dollars. 

If there were a lot of them, then 10% would be a lot of money. 

Xia ruofei’s words immediately received a warm round of applause, especially the guests and buyers 

from Hong Kong. They all looked at Xia ruofei with approval. 

MA Xiong finally smiled. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Sorry for wasting everyone’s time. Let’s continue with the auction.” 

After that, Xia ruofei shot Blake a warning look and then returned the microphone to the staff. 

On the stage, Lu zhongguang also understood and said,””Alright, thank you for your generosity, Mr. Xia! 

Next, we will begin the auction for the third piece of white truffle. This piece of white truffle weighs 1.22 

kilograms, and the starting price is 100000 US dollars! Everyone can start bidding!” 

After Lu zhongguang said that, everyone subconsciously looked at Blake. 

Blake seemed to have suffered a big blow. He sat on the chair with a pale face and didn’t say anything. 

The scene was silent for a moment, and everyone realized that the auction seemed to be back on track, 

so they began to bid. 

” 180 thousand dollars!” 

” 190 thousand dollars!” 

” 200000 dollars!” 

...... 



The price continued to rise, and the final price of the White truffle reached 245000 US dollars. 

This was a normal price. Although it was a little more expensive than the general market price for white 

truffle, it was still within a reasonable range considering the impact of poor harvest and the fact that the 

single weight of the White truffle was more than one kilogram. 

The person who won the bid for the White truffle was the owner and head chef of the Spain Restaurant, 

Mr. José. 

He happened to be sitting on Xia ruofei’s left. 

He was also a well – known Michelin star chef. Although the size of his restaurant, Isaac, was not large, 

and he did not have a chain store, he was famous in the Western food industry. Many old gluttons 

traveled thousands of miles to try his restaurant. 

Although he knew that there were more than two kilograms of truffles to be auctioned, he was well 

aware that there was still a gap between him and the rich and powerful. Therefore, the most realistic 

thing was to buy one or two truffles now, which was crucial for the development of the restaurant. 

So, after successfully bidding for the White truffle, josé was quite happy. 

Xia ruofei politely congratulated him. 

“Thank you, Mr. Xia,” josé said with a smile.”I hope you can go to Spain when you have time. I’ll make 

you a feast!” 

“That’s a great honor!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I can’t wait to taste the culinary skills of chef Ho sai!” 

“This is my name card!” “Mr. Xia,” he said, handing over his business card.”If you’re in Europe, you must 

contact me!” 

“Alright!” Xia ruofei took the name card politely and gave one to Hosai. 

The auction was still going on. 

Blake seemed to be unable to recover from this setback. He knew that even if he caused trouble, he 

would not be able to affect Xia ruofei. 

Even if he deliberately made a bid and stopped after Xia ruofei raised the price, the most he would do 

was delay the auction for half a day. 

Speaking of losses, Xia ruofei would at most lose some Commission from the auction and 10% of the 

charity fund, but it would still earn him a good reputation. 

Besides, he had already foolishly given Xia ruofei $950000. With this $950000, would Xia ruofei care 

about the Commission? 

Besides, he could not offer too low a price. Otherwise, other buyers would compete with him even 

without Xia ruofei. 

What if he raised the price too high and Xia ruofei refused to accept it? wouldn’t he be a sucker again? 

After much consideration, Blake sadly realized that he had no way to deal with Xia ruofei. 



Now, he could only place his hopes on the giant white truffles at the end of the auction. If he could get 

one or two pieces, it would at least be able to offset some of the noise within the family. 

However, judging from Xia ruofei’s determination today, it would not be easy for him to successfully bid 

for it. 

In the end, all 13 pieces of white truffles were successfully auctioned off, and Blake didn’t make any 

more trouble. 

The 13 pieces of white truffles brought Xia ruofei a total income of 3.64 million dollars. 

Including the US $950000 that Blake had given him, Xia ruofei had made a total of US $4.59 million from 

the auction of the White truffle. In addition to the earnings from the previous two rounds of auctions, 

Xia ruofei had made a total of US $6.864 million so far. 

And this was before the shooting of more than two kilograms of white truffle had even started. 

Furthermore, this was not even a quarter of the truffles that Xia ruofei had harvested this season. 

There were a total of seven pieces of white truffles that were more than two kilograms. 

The largest piece was 2.75 kilograms. The exact weight of the truffle had never been announced, but 

everyone guessed that it would definitely break the world record. 

This was because the current world record was also held by the truffle from the Paradise Corporation. It 

was the final item at the auction at the beginning of the year in Qingqing, which weighed 2.05 kilograms. 

It was only about two kilograms. Among the items that the peach blossom company had put up for 

auction this time, there were already seven truffles that were more than two kilograms. It couldn’t be 

that it couldn’t even exceed 2.05 kilograms! 

This was soon proven. The first truffle that was auctioned had already broken the record of the world’s 

heaviest white truffle at the beginning of the year. This white truffle was the lightest of the seven 

truffles, but it still weighed 2.09 kilograms! 

As soon as the truffle was revealed, it caused an intense fight. 

Many rich people from Hong Kong, Europe, and the United States also joined in the bidding. Not 

everyone was waiting for the final item. There were many rich people present today, and several of 

them were worth billions of dollars. Now, there were only seven truffles left, and they couldn’t miss any 

chance. 

In the end, after a fierce competition, the 2.09 kg white truffle was won by the Hong Kong tycoon, Zheng 

nanian, for 1.33 million US dollars. 

It was not considered low to find a price. At the beginning of the year, the 2.05 kg white truffle at the 

auction in Shen Cheng was bought by Monica, who was next to Xia ruofei, at 1.25 million US dollars. 

However, that truffle was a world record holder at that time! 



This also reflected the scarcity of the best white truffle this year. Mr. Nian from the Zheng family was so 

happy that he could not close his mouth. Xia ruofei was also very happy. It seemed that this season’s 

truffle would earn him a lot of money. 

Blake was even more upset when he saw that each of Xia ruofei’s truffles was sold at such a high price. 

At the same time, he was also very envious when he saw the huge white truffle on the stage. He wanted 

to bid, but he was worried that Xia ruofei would raise the price. He was in a dilemma. 

While Blake was hesitating, the White truffles that were more than two kilograms were sold one by one. 

The truffles that were presented were arranged from the lowest to the highest in weight, and because 

there were fewer and fewer things, the final price of the truffles was also higher. 

In the end, with the 1.33 million dollars from the first piece, the total price of the six white truffles 

reached 8.58 million dollars! 

There were a few times when Blake wanted to bid, but Xia ruofei would turn around and glance at him 

as if she had sensed something. Blake was immediately scared and sat down in his seat, gritting his 

teeth. However, he could do nothing. 

At this time, the auction finally came to the final segment. 

The final white truffle was placed on a large tray covered with a red silk cloth. Two staff members 

carried it and placed it on the auction stage ... 

 

? 

Chapter 1244: big profit_1 

 

When it came to the finale, Lu zhongguang’s voice also became a little high – pitched.”Before we start 

the auction for the last piece of white truffle, I would like to solemnly announce that a new world record 

has been set for the weight of a single white truffle! That’s the White truffle on the stage. It weighs 2.75 

kg!” 

Although they were already mentally prepared, when they heard Lu zhongguang announce the exact 

weight of the White truffle, the guests and other ordinary buyers could not help but gasp. 

At this time, the red silk cloth covering the White truffle had been pulled down by the hostess. The giant 

white truffle, which was bigger than a basketball, was completely revealed to everyone. 

The visual effect of such a large piece of white truffle was quite shocking. 

White truffle was known as the “diamond on the table.” A small thin slice of it was worth hundreds of 

dollars. Such a large piece of white truffle looked like a large piece of ginger, but it seemed to be shining 

in everyone’s eyes. 

Blake also sat up straight from his seat, and his eyes were shining as he stared at the White truffle. 



He knew that the final price of this truffle would definitely not be low, but he was still eager to bid. If he 

could successfully bid for this world record – breaking white truffle, then the trouble caused by his 

previous foolish actions would be much less. 

The influence of such a truffle had already exceeded its economic value. As the world’s top Western 

food chain brand, Blake Corporation really needed a brand like this. 

Blake was not the only one who thought so. Monica, who was sitting beside Xia ruofei, also had a 

strange look in her eyes. She must have been very tempted. 

Monica had also tried to bid for the truffle a few times before, but she had not been successful. If she 

still failed at the last piece, she would have to return empty – handed from this trip to Hong Kong. 

Of course, Monica felt that her trip to Hong Kong was not a fruitless one. Reuniting with Xia ruofei was 

her biggest gain. She was happier than any truffles. 

On the stage. 

“The auction for this white truffle has officially begun,” Lu zhongguang said with a smile.”As usual, the 

starting bid will be 0 Yuan!” 

This was already the basic routine. The final item would be auctioned off at zero Yuan. There was no 

need to worry about it not being sold or being sold at a very low price. This was confidence. 

As soon as Lu zhongguang finished speaking, someone immediately made a bid. 

The big king of shoes in the United States, Lophis, was the first to raise his bidding board and said 

loudly,””1.5 million dollars!” 

Lophis ‘assets were almost the same as Tang He’ s, who also played an important role in the American 

business world. He was one of the world’s richest people. 

His bid made the ordinary buyers give up completely. 

The starting bid of zero Yuan was just a gimmick. With so many rich and powerful people present, and 

the White truffle being so rare, the possibility of buying it at a low price was impossible. 

There was another person in the normal servers who was filled with excitement, and that was Blake. 

The White truffle had already caught his eye. 

After Lophis bid, he only hesitated for a moment before gritting his teeth and raising his bidding 

card.”1.55 million dollars!” 

Xia ruofei raised his eyebrows when he heard Blake’s voice. This guy really doesn’t learn his lesson! 

Just as he was about to make a bid to suppress Blake, a mocking voice came from the other side of the 

venue,””Mr. Xia, you don’t have to do it yourself, let me do it! 1.6 million dollars!” 

The voice came from the guest area, where the rich and famous from Hong Kong were sitting. 

Xia ruofei was elated. It seemed that his words had aroused the hatred of the Hong Kong tycoons. 



The bidder was Mr. Nian from the Zheng family, who had won the White truffle previously. He was one 

of the richest men in Hong Kong with a net worth of tens of thousands of dollars. Naturally, he would 

not care about a million dollars. 

Blake was so angry that he almost blew his top. He didn’t feel like he had done anything today! 

However, he was being targeted in every way. 

Actually, if he had been more low – Key in the beginning and did not speak in a charitable tone when he 

entered the door, Xia ruofei might not have been so obvious. 

Not to mention, there wasn’t even an explanation for The Grudge they had at the beginning of the year! 

Xia ruofei was not someone who would swallow his anger. It was fine if they didn’t meet, but since they 

met on a narrow path, and you were so arrogant, who else would I step on if not you? 

Blake raised his sign again with a gloomy face.””1.66 million dollars!” 

“1.7 million dollars!” It was almost like a seamless link, and another price immediately appeared in the 

Hong Kong tycoon area. 

This time, it was Hong Kong’s entertainment tycoon, yang ruocheng, who bid without thinking. He didn’t 

give Xia ruofei a chance to bid at all. 

Seeing this from backstage, Feng Jing couldn’t help but cover her mouth and laugh. 

A smile appeared on Xia ruofei’s face. He leaned back on the soft seat and watched the Tigers fight. 

In terms of economic strength, the black group was not much worse than the rich people in the room. 

However, George Blake’s position in the Blake group wasn’t very high, and the amount of funds he could 

mobilize was certainly not the same as those of the rich people. 

After being rejected twice in a row, Blake realized that he was going to suffer a loss today, and it was 

impossible for him to get back his face. 

Of course, he could continue to bid higher, but it would be meaningless. If he bid too high and all his 

opponents stopped, he would lose everything. If the bid was too low, it would be useless. 

 

? 

Chapter 1245: big profit (2) 

 

Even if he called a high price, Xia ruofei would continue to bid, and he wouldn’t accept it. At most, the 

White truffle would be left unsold. 

However, Xia ruofei had already said that he would be holding a small private auction in the evening. If 

this record – breaking white truffle was put up for auction, it would attract more people to attend. 

Xia ruofei had only lost 10% of the charity funds and some Commission from the auction. 



To Xia ruofei, who had earned a lot today, this was nothing. 

After thinking through all this, Blake sat back in his seat like a deflated ball. He had given up on the 

auction. 

The fight for the White truffle had just begun. 

This white truffle wasn’t much heavier than the previous ones. The last one weighed 2.53 kilograms and 

was sold for 1.63 million dollars. 

But this white truffle had the Halo of a world record! 

Moreover, this was the final truffle of the day. Many of the rich people present had not gotten anything 

yet, so the price of this truffle had risen due to many factors. 

Monica, who was beside Xia ruofei, couldn’t sit still either. She hesitated for a moment before raising 

her board and said clearly,””1.75 million dollars!” 

“Ms. Grasso bids 1.75 million dollars!” Lu zhongguang immediately said,”the price has now reached 1.75 

million dollars. This is a piece of top – grade white truffle that has broken the world record. It is one of a 

kind in this world! If we miss this opportunity, we might not encounter white truffle of such weight and 

quality for many years to come ...” 

Lu zhongguang’s words were very tempting. This was also the most important embodiment of whether 

a professional auctioneer was valuable. A successful auctioneer like Yingying must have studied 

psychology very well. She had to be good at grasping the buyer’s psychology and use her words and 

body movements to arouse everyone’s desire to buy. 

Lu zhongguang was obviously one of the Masters. 

However, Xia ruofei was laughing in his heart. He had prepared four batches of truffles. The final item of 

each batch was a giant white truffle, and the weight of the individual truffle was gradually increasing. 

In other words, for every truffle auction held by the Paradise Corporation this season, there would 

always be an item that broke the world record. 

Of course, the buyers at the scene did not know. 

The price of $1.75 million was not particularly high, so Monica’s offer was quickly refreshed by higher 

prices. 

1.8 million USD! 

1.88 million US dollars! 

1.9 million USD! 

In a short while, the price of the White truffle had exceeded the two million US dollars mark in an 

unprecedented manner! 

The bidder was Nikola, a wealthy man from Romania. 



Nicolay’s company was engaged in the sales of fertilizer and agricultural machinery. It might sound 

insignificant, but it was this insignificant industry that brought Nicolay billions of euros in wealth. He had 

also been crowned as the richest man in Romania for several years in a row. 

Two million dollars was obviously a huge price. It wasn’t that the rich couldn’t afford it, but the price 

was already close to the limit of the truffle’s value. It wouldn’t be worth it if they offered a higher price. 

Monica could only sigh helplessly and give up the competition when the price reached two million 

dollars. 

Xia ruofei saw that Monica was a little disappointed. He couldn’t help but lean over and 

whisper,””Monica, don’t worry! I won’t let you return empty – handed ...” 

Monica’s beautiful eyes glowed. She turned around and almost kissed Xia ruofei. 

The two of them quickly separated a little. 

Monica covered her mouth with her hand and asked in a low voice,””Xia, you still have truffles?” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”If someone else wanted it, I wouldn’t have it. But you’re different. So ...” 

“Can the truffle’s quality also reach the level of today’s auction?” Monica asked in surprise. 

She didn’t dare to hope for something as shocking as the final white truffle. As long as it reached about 

two kilograms, or even lighter, as long as the truffle was of good quality, her mission would be 

considered complete. 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”don’t worry!” Let them fight for this truffle! I’ve left you a pretty good one 

...” 

Monica’s eyes flickered and she glanced at Xia ruofei flirtatiously. She chuckled and said,””Then I’ll get it 

from you tonight?” 

Xia ruofei’s heart fluttered and he said,””That’s what I wanted to say too. I’ll wait for you ...” 

Monica pursed her lips and smiled, nodding her head gently. 

Just as the two of them were chatting, the price of the White truffle reached a new high. 

Guo Hongjiang, the real estate tycoon from Hong Kong, directly quoted a price of 2.1 million US dollars, 

breaking the record price. 

Guo Hongjiang’s net worth was close to 20 billion US dollars, and he was one of the richest people in 

Hong Kong. 

He hadn’t made a move all this time, not even when the competition for the White truffle was so 

intense. 

It was not until the price broke through two million dollars and the momentum stagnated that he made 

a bid without any warning. He even increased the price by 100000 dollars in one go. He was obviously 

determined to win. 



The wealthy Romania man, Nicholas, frowned slightly. He thought for two to three seconds before 

raising his sign again.”2.15 million dollars!” 

“2.2 million!” Guo Hongjiang didn’t even bother to raise his sign. He immediately announced his price 

without even a second of hesitation. 

He was sitting in the middle of the first row, and the famous Mr. Guo was well known in Hong Kong, so 

Lu zhongguang immediately confirmed the price. 

“2.2 million dollars!” Lu zhongguang’s voice trembled as he said,”every bid is setting a new record! The 

record price of a single white truffle would be greatly increased, and it might be difficult to break for a 

long time in the future! Is there anyone else who is willing to offer a higher price?” 

Nicolay hesitated for a long time. Several times, he was ready to raise the sign, but then he put it down 

again. 

As for the other buyers, they basically gave up when the price reached two million dollars. 

Lu zhongguang was a little disappointed when he saw that no one else was bidding. However, this 

disappointment was fleeting. The auction today had been successful enough, especially the last piece of 

white truffle, which had dazzled the audience. 

“2.2 million dollars going once ... 2.2 million dollars going twice ... 2.2 million dollars going three times! 

Deal!” 

As the gavel fell, the last piece of white truffle was finally sold for the sky – High price of 2.2 million US 

dollars! 

There was a burst of applause in the auction house, especially in the area where the Hong Kong tycoons 

were sitting. 

In the end, this piece of top – Class white truffle fell into the hands of a tycoon in Hong Kong, and 

everyone felt honored. 

Everyone expressed their congratulations to Guo Hongjiang. Guo Hongjiang, who was nearly 60 years 

old, also stood up and waved to everyone with a smile. 

Although Blake had created a few small interludes in the first auction of the truffles, it was still a 

successful one. 

Other than Xia ruofei who had won the bid for the 90 – kilogram truffle after the ‘fight’ with Blake, Xia 

ruofei had earned a total of US $17.644 million from the other truffles! 

In this way, all the truffles harvested this season could bring Xia ruofei tens of millions of dollars in 

income. 

This was definitely a shocking number. 

Lu zhongguang expressed his gratitude to all the buyers, then completed his task and returned to the 

backstage. 



The manager of the auction house, Dong Jiajun, walked up to the stage with a microphone and said with 

a smile,””Thank you very much to all the guests and media friends who are here! He was also very 

grateful for the full support of the Paradise Corporation! Without the high – Quality truffles from the 

Paradise Corporation, there would not have been such a successful auction today! Next, let us welcome 

the chairman of the peach blossom company, Mr. Xia ruofei, to the stage to say a few words to 

everyone!” 

A round of applause instantly broke out in the venue. When Xia ruofei heard this, he was stunned for a 

moment. Didn’t Yingluo say that Feng Jing would go up? Why did it become me? 
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Just then, Xia ruofei felt his phone vibrate. 

He took it out of his pocket and saw that Feng Jing had sent him a WeChat message: Chairman, you’ve 

already become the focus of everyone just now. You should do this job of showing your face! 

‘Sacrificing’ you alone is better than both of us ‘sacrificing’, right? 

There were also a few snickering emojis attached to the message. 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but smile bitterly,’so he’s throwing me out!’ 

However, since everyone was clapping and Dong Jiajun kept signaling to him from the stage, Xia ruofei 

had to go up even if he had to force a duck to the perch. 

Fortunately, he was used to big scenes in the past two years. Even in front of a Big Chief like elder song, 

he could remain calm, so there was no problem with stage fright. 

Xia ruofei muted his phone, stood up, and walked towards the stage. He buttoned the first button of his 

suit. 

Xia ruofei took the microphone from Dong Jiajun and said with a smile,””There was a small interlude in 

today’s auction, but the overall effect was very good. Once again, on behalf of the Paradise Corporation, 

I would like to thank my friends for your support! I would also like to thank everyone for your 

recognition of our company’s products!” 

Then, Xia ruofei started to’ shamelessly ‘promote the peach blossom company.””Our company is a 

company that specializes in high – end agricultural products, pure Traditional Chinese Medicine 

cosmetics, and high – end Traditional Chinese Medicine herbs. Since the beginning of the company’s 

establishment, we have determined to go on the high – Quality route. I believe that friends who know 

our company know that in the past two years, we have launched Taoyuan brand vegetables, fruits, 

abalone, truffles, and so on, all of which are of the highest quality. Not long ago, our company’s Jade 

skin cream has created many sales miracles in a short time ...” 

Xia ruofei had been speaking on stage for four to five minutes, but no one felt bored. 



Some people might have participated in the last auction of the best abalone, and some people might be 

using the jaded skin cream, but many people didn’t know that these famous products came from the 

same company in the mainland. 

After Xia ruofei’s brief introduction, many people could not help but be shocked. 

With so many products, any one of them could become a company’s fist product, but this paradise 

Corporation seemed to have no end, pushing out one product after another. 

Even the world’s richest people with billions of dollars had developed a strong interest in the Paradise 

company. 

As the best in the business world, they naturally knew that the potential of such a company was almost 

infinite. 

Perhaps the current scale of paradise Corporation was insignificant compared to their company, but no 

one could predict what would happen in the future. 

To borrow the words of a great man, the Paradise Corporation was like the sun at eight or nine in the 

morning, rising slowly! 

Xia ruofei didn’t take up too much time. He knew that when things reached an extreme, they would 

reverse. If he said too much, it would only annoy others. In the end, the news media would only report 

the essence of the story. 

So, he stopped his self – praise at the right time and said with a smile,””I was planning to hold another 

private auction tonight, but someone’s quite tactful. Now that I only have a piece of white truffle, it 

seems like there’s no need to hold another auction ...” He thought. 

Everyone couldn’t help but smile when they heard this, and many of them turned their heads to look at 

Blake. 

Blake sat in his seat with a dark face. He stared at Xia ruofei on the stage with a venomous look. 

This was a grudge, but Xia ruofei did not care. 

He continued,”so I’ve decided that the final truffle will be auctioned here!” Hmm...I’ll donate all the 

money I earn from the auction to the Hong Kong Charity Association! I hope everyone will bid 

enthusiastically. This is also a good deed! I’ll return the stage to Mr. Lu and let him host the final charity 

auction!” 

There was a round of applause from the audience. Many people were praising Xia ruofei’s charity. The 

White truffle was worth at least 200000 US dollars. It was a commendable act to donate it all in one go. 

The media reporters were also writing furiously. It seemed that they would also report this detail in 

detail. 

Blake was even more jealous and hateful that all the good things were taken away by Xia ruofei. He had 

gained both fame and fortune! Although he had paid more than 200000 dollars, Xia ruofei had earned a 

few hundred thousand dollars more from the truffle that Blake had bought! He had earned a lot of 

money, at least 500000 dollars more, and had a good reputation in the end. 



As for Blake himself, he suffered a double loss and became the biggest joke of this auction. 

In everyone’s eyes, Blake was simply a clown through and through. 

Xia ruofei took two steps towards the entrance of the stage and stopped. She picked up the microphone 

again and said,””Oh right, there’s something I almost forgot to tell you. Tao Yuan company and Hong 

Kong’s Hengfeng industry have reached a strategic cooperation agreement. In the future, our company’s 

top food ingredients, Chinese medicinal herbs, and other precious products will be auctioned together 

with Hengfeng auction house. I hope that everyone will continue to support us and Hengfeng auction 

house!” 

Xia ruofei paused and then smiled mysteriously.””For example, the top – grade abalone we auctioned 

last time, or the top – grade truffles we have today ... We will continue to sell them in the future! “In 

short, please remember one thing. You can buy the world’s top ingredients and Chinese medicinal herbs 

from the Paradise Corporation at the Hengfeng auction house! For more specific information, please pay 

attention to either the peach blossom company or the Hengfeng auction house’s official website!” 
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Xia ruofei passed the microphone to the staff and walked down the stage confidently. He returned to his 

seat. 

Xia ruofei’s last words were discussed with MA Xiong. Such a top auction could easily create a brand 

effect. Moreover, Hengfeng group was indeed an excellent partner, which was beneficial to both parties. 

Therefore, in the future, if there were no accidents, Xia ruofei would choose Hengfeng auction house as 

his first partner for items that needed to be auctioned like top – grade abalones and top – grade truffles. 

After hearing Xia ruofei’s words, many of them became very excited. 

Many people had returned empty – handed today. There was no other way. There were too many 

monks and too few gruel. Those who had come to the auction were basically the elites of the high – end 

food and beverage industry or the rich who loved truffles. Xia ruofei’s words had clearly indicated that 

today’s truffle auction would not be the last. There would be a second and third truffle – picking season 

... 

To the buyers who were secretly disappointed, this was great news! 

Therefore, the applause this time was even more enthusiastic. 

After Xia ruofei left the stage, Lu zhongguang, who had just taken a few sips of water, returned to the 

stage. 

The auction for the last truffle was still hosted by him. 



“Ladies and gentlemen, we meet again!” Lu zhongguang made a small joke and then went straight to the 

point.”Entrusted by Mr. Xia, we will add a truffle to the auction. This white truffle weighs 1.12 kilograms. 

The starting price is 100000 US dollars! Although everyone already knows, I still have to remind you that 

Mr. Xia will donate all the proceeds from the auction of this white truffle to the Hong Kong Charity 

Association! Now, everyone can start bidding!” 

” 150000 dollars!” 

” 180 thousand dollars!” 

” 200000 dollars!” 

” 230000 dollars!” 

...... 

Lu zhongguang’s voice had just fallen when the bidding began one after another. He did not even have 

the time to repeat the price. 

The reaction to the truffle was much more enthusiastic than when it first appeared, and it quickly broke 

the last “normal price” of the previous auction. At that time, the bid was called for 210000 dollars, and 

then the price became extremely unreasonable as Blake raised his sign. 

On one hand, this was the last truffle, and compared to those that were more than two kilograms, the 

threshold was much lower, so the buyers who had not gotten any before were all bidding. 

On the other hand, the truffle was being auctioned for charity, and the final buyer would also be 

contributing to charity. Moreover, it could be on the news, so everyone’s enthusiasm for buying was 

naturally different. 

In the end, the White truffle was sold for 320000 US dollars, which was far more than its actual value. 

The winner was Nicolay, a wealthy man from Romania who had participated in the bid for the final 

truffle. 

Nikola had gained nothing before. Although the truffle was only 1.12 kilograms, he would be pleased to 

get it. At least he did not return empty – handed. 

Moreover, he could also win a good reputation for charity, so Nicolay was very happy after the 

successful bid, and even stood up to express his gratitude to the people around him who congratulated 

him. 

The auction came to a perfect end! Other than the White truffle he contributed to a charity in Hong 

Kong, the rest of the truffles were sold for a total of 17.644 million US dollars. 

Xia ruofei insisted on paying the auction Commission according to the market price, which included a 

10% commission, 3% tax, 1% insurance, catalog, and other miscellaneous fees. Xia ruofei’s net income 

was more than 15 million USD. 

Xia ruofei did not need to personally take part in the delivery of the auction items and other clean – up 

work. Feng Jing’s team and the Hengfeng auction house’s team would naturally handle it well. 



Xia ruofei followed MA Xiong to the resting Hall next to the auction hall. Although he wanted to stay 

with Monica, there were too many people present. Besides, MA Xiong had to introduce him to some of 

the Hong Kong socialites. So, he could only give Monica a look and left the auction hall first. 

At noon, MA Xiong would host a banquet for his old friends at Hengfeng Jiahua Hotel. It wasn’t 

lunchtime yet, so everyone was arranged to stay in this lounge. 

When MA Xiong led Xia ruofei in, there were already many people chatting in the lounge with glasses of 

red wine. 

“Mr. MA, Mr. Xia, both of you have gained both fame and fortune today!” 

“Congratulations! The auction was a huge success!” 

“Heroes really come from youngsters! We old people admire Xia Sheng very much!” 

Many people came up to him enthusiastically. 

MA Xiong also introduced them to Xia ruofei with a smile. 

The real estate magnate of Hong Kong, Guo Hongjiang, and the rich man, Zheng jianian, who had been 

very active in bidding at the auction today, were all present to urge the rich people of their level to take 

care of the delivery of the auction items and such. 

Guo Hongjiang, Zheng jianian, and the others were also very enthusiastic about Xia ruofei. 

Especially old master Zheng. He held Xia ruofei’s hands and said,””Xia Sheng, you’ve really brought 

honor to the Chinese today! When those foreigners saw our top – grade truffles, they looked like they 

had seen a ghost!” 

“You’re too flattering!” Xia ruofei said politely. 

“Hahaha!” Guo Hongjiang also laughed heartily.”I’ve wanted to attend the abalone auction the last time, 

but something happened at the company and I couldn’t attend! It’s a good thing I didn’t miss the truffle 

auction this time!” 

MA Xiong teased,”director Guo, you’re not just saying that you didn’t miss anything.” Even the biggest 

white truffle in the finale has been taken by you. Even I’m envious!” 

Guo Hongjiang glanced at MA Xiong and said,””Chairman MA, you’re so close to Mr. Xia. If you want 

truffles, do you have to fight with us at the auction?” 

“Who wouldn’t want too much truffles?” MA Xiong laughed. 

“Good job, MA Laosi! He’s been like this since he was young, insatiable and greedy!” Guo Hongjiang 

scolded jokingly. 

Xia ruofei could tell that this real estate tycoon had a good personal relationship with MA Xiong. The 

way they spoke was very casual, and it was obvious that they were old friends. 



MA Xiong laughed and said to Xia ruofei,””Xia Sheng, you should get closer to director Guo. He’s not 

only the boss of Hong Kong’s real estate industry, but also a director of the Hong Kong horse race! In 

Hong Kong, his words are more powerful than mine!” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but be moved. 

Hong Kong’s horse race was one of the largest running organizations in the world. It was also approved 

by the special region government to legally run the horse race. The entire horse race was controlled by 

the Board of Directors, which consisted of 12 directors. Each director was a very prestigious person in 

Hong Kong Society. Although this was a voluntary position and there was no remuneration, it was a 

manifestation of social status in Hong Kong. 

“Mr. Xia, if you like horse racing, we can have more exchanges ...” Guo Hongjiang said with a smile. 

“I don’t know much about horse racing.” Xia ruofei said half – jokingly. 

“Chairman Guo,” MA Xiong said with a smile.”Xia Sheng doesn’t know much about horse racing, but if 

there’s any health problem with the horses, he might be able to help!” 

Guo Hongjiang raised his eyebrows and said,”Oh?” Does Xia Sheng have any experience in raising 

horses?” 

“I’m not sure if Xia Sheng has ever raised a horse before, but his medical skills are simply too 

brilliant!”MA Xiong laughed out loud. I don’t think the health of ordinary horses will be a problem for Xia 

Sheng!” 

Xia ruofei and Guo Hongjiang smiled bitterly at the same time. 

“Chairman MA, are you making fun of me?” Guo Hongjiang pretended to be angry. 

“Mr. MA, I’m studying Traditional Chinese Medicine, not a vet ...” Xia ruofei smiled bitterly. 
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Guo Hongjiang, Zheng jianian, and the others couldn’t help but laugh. 

“I think Xia Sheng’s medical skills are top – notch. If there’s any health problem during the race, he’ll 

definitely be able to solve it easily!” MA Xiong said with a serious expression. 

Xia ruofei smiled bitterly.”Old Mr. MA, you’re flattering me. I’m not that amazing. I just know a little art 

from my ancestors.” 

“Don’t be so humble, Xia Sheng,”MA Xiong insisted. Director Guo, boss Zheng, you guys might not know 

yet, right? Last time, I had a serious cerebral hemorrhage, and even our Hengfeng hospital’s Dr. Qin 

announced that there was no point in resuscitating me. It was Xia Sheng who pulled me back from the 

brink of death, and there were no sequelae!” 



Guo Hongjiang and the others immediately widened their eyes. 

They had all heard about MA Xiong’s serious illness, but MA Xiong’s health was related to Hengfeng’s 

stock price, so some detailed information couldn’t be obtained by outsiders. 

Therefore, it was the first time that Guo Hongjiang and the others had heard of this detail. 

The way they looked at Xia ruofei had changed. 

These super – rich people would have more than enough money to spend in a few lifetimes. The 

Paradise Corporation had top – grade abalone, truffles, and wild ginseng that was hundreds of years old. 

Perhaps they would value Xia ruofei more and would look up to him. They would actively seek 

cooperation, but there was a limit to their value. After all, they were no longer so desperate for money. 

However, with Xia ruofei’s amazing medical skills, it was a completely different story. 

The richer a person was, the more afraid they were of death. Moreover, everyone was the same when it 

came to diseases. Didn’t you say that you could escape Death’s Scythe just because you had a net worth 

of hundreds of millions? even a legendary figure like gang leader Qiao couldn’t compare to pancreatic 

cancer, right? 

Therefore, in the eyes of these rich people, a doctor with excellent medical skills was far more worth 

befriending than the boss of a company with endless potential. 

Xia ruofei did not expect MA Xiong to bring up such a story from the horse racing incident. He could not 

help but smile bitterly. 

MA Xiong observed his expression and immediately smiled.”Xia Sheng, director Guo and the others are 

my old friends. They won’t tell anyone about your medical skills, so don’t worry!” 

After he finished speaking, MA Xiong turned to Guo Hongjiang and the rest and said,””Director Guo, 

boss Zheng, Xia Sheng is a person who doesn’t like trouble, so he didn’t let me tell you about his medical 

skills. It’s better for you to know this yourself, but don’t spread it.” 

Guo Hongjiang understood tacitly and quickly said,””I understand, I understand! Chairman MA, Mr. Xia, 

don’t worry! We know the severity of this ...” 

Zheng Yinian also expressed his opinion without hesitation.””This matter is only known to the few of us. 

It will definitely not be spread.” 

Elder Zheng had lived for 60 to 70 years and was even more aware of the stakes involved. 

Guo Hongjiang’s attitude towards Xia ruofei became even more enthusiastic.””Mr. Xia, is there anything 

else you’ve come to Hong Kong for besides the auction? I still have some face in Hong Kong, if you need 

my help, don’t be shy. ” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”This time, it’s mainly about the auction. It’s been successfully completed. If there’s 

nothing else, I’ll be returning to the mainland in two days.” 



“It’s rare to come here, so there’s no hurry to go back!” Guo Hongjiang quickly said,”Hong Kong still has 

many places worth visiting! Also ... If Mr. Xia is interested, I can take you to the race track. You won’t see 

such a lively place in the mainland. ” 

Xia ruofei nodded.”I’ll thank you first, director Guo. I don’t have anything urgent to rush back to. I’ll 

follow old Mr. Ma’s instructions in Hong Kong.” 

“Chairman MA, Mr. Xia is finally here in Hong Kong. You have to give me a chance to be the host!” Guo 

Hongjiang said to MA Xiong. 

“I’ll definitely give you face since you’ve asked for it yourself, Chairman Guo!”MA Xiong laughed. Don’t 

worry! Even if you didn’t say so, I would have asked Xia Sheng to stay for a few more days. He’s my 

Savior!” 

Guo Hongjiang was overjoyed, and the Zheng family’s young master quickly extended an invitation to 

Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei naturally responded very politely. Anyway, he had come to Hong Kong and Island to listen to 

MA Xiong’s arrangements. It didn’t matter whether he returned to the mainland a few days earlier or 

later. There was nothing particularly urgent during this period of time. The Cordyceps in the medium 

was also in the harvesting process, so Xia Qing couldn’t finish it in a short time. The top – grade abalone 

and truffles couldn’t be put up for auction right away. The company’s operations were quite smooth, 

and it didn’t matter if he was still the boss. 

Guo Hongjiang and Zheng jianian were definitely not the only guests invited by MA Xiong. Hence, after 

exchanging pleasantries for a while, MA Xiong introduced Xia ruofei to other friends. 

However, he did not promote Xia ruofei’s medical skills anymore. He must have a special relationship 

with Guo and Zheng. 

MA Xiong pulled Xia ruofei to the side and whispered,””Xiasheng, I told elder Guo and elder Zheng about 

your medical skills without discussing it with you. Please don’t take it to heart ...” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Old Mr. MA is definitely doing this for my own good. Why would I take offense?” 

Xia ruofei understood immediately that MA Xiong was doing this to build his own network. 

His company had impeccable products and huge potential. The only thing lacking was that its 

Foundation was too weak and its Foundation was not deep. This needed time to slowly accumulate. 
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Guo Hongjiang, Zheng jianian, and the other influential rich and famous people in Hong Kong could be of 

great help to Xia ruofei. That was why MA Xiong had deliberately revealed Xia ruofei’s medical skills to 

them. 



MA Xiong smiled and said,”it’s good that Xia Sheng understands!” Director Guo’s influence in Hong Kong 

is above mine, and there are many fields that our Hengfeng group has not yet been involved in. With his 

and Zheng’s help, your company will definitely be able to develop very smoothly in Hong Kong!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded.””Thank you, old Mr. MA.” 

Everyone got to know each other in the lounge and chatted for a while. The lunch was ready, and MA 

Xiong called everyone to the banquet hall. 

MA Xiong was definitely the main character at the luncheon. He also highly recommended Xia ruofei, so 

Xia ruofei naturally became one of the focal points. Many of MA Xiong’s friends came up to toast and 

chat with him. 

Guo Hongjiang and Zheng jianian were even more enthusiastic about Xia ruofei. 

After the lunch, the two of them chatted with Xia ruofei for a long time and invited him to their house. 

In the afternoon, the auction’s cleaning up was basically over. 

Hengfeng’s transfer was naturally fast. More than 15 million dollars of auction funds were transferred to 

Xia ruofei’s overseas offshore company account on the same day. 

Now, Xia ruofei’s offshore account already had more than 30 million US dollars. This money was more 

than enough to cover the daily expenses of the Australian winery. 

Meanwhile, Australia’s Paradise Farm was about to start generating profits soon. The new grapes had 

been planted in the winery, and if everything went well, they should be able to use the new grapes to 

make wine next year. At that time, the winery would also be able to generate considerable profits, and 

the offshore company would have more and more funds. 

Moreover, it was very easy to transfer money back to China from overseas. 

If there was a lack of funds to pay for the building, Xia ruofei could transfer a sum of money back at any 

time. 

Of course, it would take some effort to transfer the money back. Hence, Xia ruofei would not use the 

money unless it was necessary. 

Feng Jing and her team handed over the work here and prepared to return to the three mountains the 

next morning. 

That night, Xia ruofei asked Ma Zhiming to book a private room at Hengfeng Jiahua Hotel and invited 

Feng Jing and the employees to have a meal together. It could be considered a celebration party. 

Besides, Xia ruofei had also specifically instructed Feng Jing to buy a gift for each employee at the 

airport’s duty free shop. The limit was 30000 Yuan. Even Feng Jing had her own. Xia ruofei had paid for 

the gift out of his own pocket as a reward for his own employees. 

The team that came to Hong Kong this time, including Feng Jing, only had four or five people. Xia ruofei 

had earned more than 15 million US dollars, which was almost 100 million Chinese dollars. The welfare 

for these employees was only about 100000 Yuan, so Xia ruofei naturally didn’t care. 



He had always been very generous to his employees. 

Wu Qian and the other girls were naturally overjoyed. They all shouted,”long live the boss!” With 30000 

Yuan, they could at least buy a very good LV bag or other luxury goods of equivalent value at the 

airport’s duty – Free store. For these girls, this was simply a heavenly blessing! 

Feng Jing knew Xia ruofei’s temper, so she didn’t reject him. She even expressed her gratitude to Xia 

ruofei on behalf of the employees. 

After dinner, Wu Qian and the others dragged Feng Jing out to go shopping. 

Wu Qian said with a smile,”President Feng, we’ve been working here for almost a week. Today’s work is 

completed successfully. Come with us to relax!” 

“That’s right, President Feng!”A round – faced girl also said. Aren’t you afraid that you’ll tire yourself out 

from working all day long? You need to have a sense of relaxation!” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Boss Feng, I think the employees are right. Don’t be too tense. Relax when you need 

to!” 

“There’s still a few more emails from the company, but I didn’t have time to read them today!”Feng Jing 

said with a bitter smile. I’m going to deal with it tonight!” 

Actually, Feng Jing wasn’t much older than Wu Qian and the others. It was just that she was too 

engrossed in her work. She looked like a typical career woman, so she appeared to be more mature than 

her actual age. 

Wu Qian and the others were all thinking about Hong Kong’s night view or shopping at Sha Sha’s store, 

but Feng Jing was still thinking about work. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”CEO Feng, you can’t finish your work!” I think Fangfang was right just now. 

We must have a balance between work and rest! You don’t have to do anything tonight, go out with 

them! This is an order!” 

Feng Rao glared at Xia ruofei and said,”What kind of order is this?” 

Wu Qian was Feng Jing’s assistant and was closer to her, so she was a little braver with her words. She 

giggled and said,””President Feng, in our company, the chairman’s words are like the Imperial edict! Do 

you dare to disobey the decree?” 

“What nonsense is this ... Fine!” Feng Rao smiled bitterly. I can go out with you, but I have to be back 

before 10 O’ clock!” 

“Ah? At Teno’ clock ...”Wu Qian’s face suddenly turned bitter. 

Xia ruofei quickly gave Wu Qian a look. Wu Qian immediately understood and said,””Alright, alright, 

alright, I’ll listen to you!” 

Xia ruofei said,”that’s right!” Wait a minute! I’ll arrange a car for you. Just tell the driver where you want 

to go!” 

“Yay! Long live the chairman!” Wu Qian said happily. 



Xia ruofei gave Ma Zhiming a call. Ma Zhiming naturally arranged a business car for Xia ruofei without a 

second thought. He even sent the best driver in the company. 

Feng Jing left the hotel with Wu Qian and the rest. Xia ruofei secretly heaved a sigh of relief. He took out 

his phone and called Monica as he walked towards the elevator. 

When Xia ruofei returned to the Presidential Suite on the top floor, she immediately took out a 2.5 – 

kilogram piece of white truffle from her interspace and placed it in the refrigerator that had been 

specially added to the Presidential Suite. 

He then walked to the large balcony connected to the living room and looked down from the balcony on 

the highest floor. 

At this time, the lights in Hong Kong had just lit up. The beautiful Port Victoria was in the distance. From 

Xia ruofei’s position, he could see the lights of the boats on the sea and the traffic on the seaside roads. 

The night was intoxicating. 

However, Xia ruofei’s mind was not on the night. 

After he smoked a cigarette on the balcony, he heard Yue ‘er’s doorbell ring. 

He quickly snuffed out the cigarette and threw it into the trash can by the balcony door. Then, he rushed 

over to open the door. 

Monica was standing at the door. 

She was still wearing the dress that she had worn at the auction today. Her slender legs were stretched 

tightly by the dress, and her graceful figure was undoubtedly revealed. 

However, Monica’s hair was still wet. It was obvious that she had already taken a shower in the room, 

changed into this dress, and dressed up carefully. 

Xia ruofei could see the tenderness in her charming blue eyes. Xia ruofei, who was already a little 

impatient, fell for her even more at this moment. 

He grabbed Monica’s hand and pulled her gently, causing Monica to fall into his arms. 

Then, Xia ruofei locked the door with his foot. The two of them couldn’t wait to kiss each other in the 

living room. Their charming voices soon rang out in the Presidential Suite. 

...... 

After a long time, Monica, with her messy hair and lazy expression, drew circles on Xia ruofei’s chest and 

asked,””Xia, is the truffle you mentioned in the morning in Hong Kong? I don’t want to return empty – 

handed from this trip to China ...” 

“Monica, you’re so charming,” Xia ruofei said with a smile.”I forgot what I was supposed to do when I 

saw you ...” 

Xia ruofei sat up straight and said, “Let’s go baby! I’ll show you the stock I’ve specially reserved for you!” 



Monica was already weak from the torture, but when she heard that the truffle was in the Presidential 

Suite, she immediately perked up and quickly sat up. 

Xia ruofei did not hide anything in front of Monica and walked straight to the living room. Monica 

casually wrapped a towel around her and quickly followed. 

“Clang clang clang clang!” Xia ruofei smiled and opened the door of the cold cabinet.”Baby, come and 

take a look. Are you satisfied?” 

Just as Monica walked over in anticipation, the melodious doorbell suddenly rang ... 

 

? 

Chapter 1250: It’s too exciting_1 

 

When the doorbell rang, both Xia ruofei and Monica were petrified. They froze in their tracks. 

Now, one of them was naked, only wearing a pair of small underwear, while the other was wrapped in a 

bathrobe that could not cover her seductive figure. When they heard the doorbell, their hearts almost 

jumped out of their throats. 

Xia ruofei slowly turned his head and noticed a small LCD screen on the wall. There were many such 

control terminals in the Presidential Suite to ensure that the guests could control it from a close 

distance. 

Feng Jing was displayed on the LCD screen with a small plastic bag in her hand. 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but sigh,”didn’t he send her away after dinner?” Why did the women return to 

the hotel so quickly? This didn’t make sense! 

He didn’t realize that two to three hours had passed since he and Monica had been fooling around in 

the hotel. 

And how could a strong woman like Feng Jing have the same brain circuits as an ordinary woman? She 

was not very interested in shopping, but she was dragged out by the girls, so she took a taxi back to the 

hotel after shopping for a while. 

Xia ruofei quickly gestured for Monica to keep quiet. Monica nodded in understanding. The two of them 

did not even dare to move. They stood still and looked at the LCD screen nervously. 

Xia ruofei thought that Feng Rao would probably think that he was not in the room and return to her 

room after the doorbell rang for a while. 

The situation was just as he had predicted. Through the LCD screen, Xia ruofei saw Feng Jing ring the 

doorbell twice. After a while, a suspicious expression appeared on her face before she turned around 

and walked back. 

Xia ruofei heaved a long sigh of relief. 



However, before his expression could relax, he was shocked again. 

Feng Rao, who was still in the video, took out her phone and dialed a number. 

Xia ruofei’s heart skipped a beat. Everything happened so quickly that he had no time to react. 

“Forward, forward, forward! Our team is facing the sun ...” 

Xia ruofei’s unique ringtone suddenly rang loudly. 

The worst thing was that when Xia ruofei opened the door for Monica, he had placed his phone on the 

shelf beside the door. 

Then, the two of them kissed each other at the door and couldn’t wait to get into bed. His phone was 

left at the door. 

Although the Presidential Suite’s sound insulation was good, the phone’s volume was set to the 

maximum. Furthermore, it was a very loud rock – and – Roll military song. It was hard for Feng Jing not 

to hear it even though there was only a door between them. 

As expected, Xia ruofei saw the scene on the LCD screen. Feng Jing was stunned for a moment, then she 

walked back to the door and listened carefully. 

Then, the doorbell rang again. 

Obviously, Feng Jing had heard Xia ruofei’s phone ring. 

Xia ruofei made a prompt decision and pointed to a room. Monica understood and immediately tiptoed 

into the room and locked the door. 

‘Luckily, there are more rooms in the Presidential Suite,’ Xia ruofei thought to himself. 

He didn’t have time to think about it. He quickly started to clean up the room as fast as he could. He 

even used his true Qi and mental power. 

On the sofa in the living room, on the desk in the study room, on the floor of the bedroom ... His and 

Monica’s clothes were scattered everywhere. 

Xia ruofei seemed to have transformed into a Superman who could teleport. He used his fastest speed 

to shuttle back and forth and stuffed all the clothes into an empty cabinet. Then, he picked up a shirt 

and fanned it hard, hoping that the smell in the room would spread out as much as possible. 

Even though Xia ruofei was physically strong, he had done so many things in just one or two minutes. He 

was exhausted and drenched in sweat. Most importantly, he was scared. 

His mind was spinning quickly, and he quickly picked up a bathrobe and put it on. Then he quickly went 

to the bathroom to wet his hair and picked up a towel. 

Only then did she drag her slippers and walk to the door. 

“They’re coming!” Xia ruofei replied loudly. 

Opening the door, Xia ruofei asked while drying his hair,””President Feng? Why are you back so soon?” 



“I rang the doorbell for a long time, so I thought you weren’t in the room!” Feng Rao laughed. 

“Hehe ...” Xia ruofei laughed and said calmly,”I was in the shower and didn’t hear the sound of the 

water. Did you call my phone?” I can vaguely hear my phone ringing ...” 

“Yup! If I didn’t call you, I wouldn’t have known you were in the room!” Feng ke said. 

Then, she looked at Xia ruofei strangely and asked,””Chairman, what are you doing at the door? It’s ... 

Inconvenient for me to go in?” 

Xia ruofei quickly replied,”how can that be?” It was convenient! It was convenient! Come in!” 

After saying that, he quickly stepped aside to make way for her. 

Feng Rao looked at Xia ruofei with a smile and walked into the Presidential Suite with the small bag. 

“I saw a nice bag when I was shopping just now,” she said as she walked.”I bought one for you too. You 

can give it to your girlfriend when you go back!” 

“Yo! You’re still thinking of me when you’re shopping!” Xia ruofei said absent – mindedly,”then I won’t 

stand on ceremony! I’ll thank you on behalf of Qingxue ...” 

“Why are you being so polite with me?” Feng Jing said as she looked around.”Although it’s not the first 

time I’ve been to this suite, I still can’t help but exclaim how luxurious it is ...” 

 


